§ 95.1011

47 CFR Ch. I (10–1–10 Edition)

(2) Persons who require language
translation; or
(3) Persons who may otherwise benefit from auditory assistance communications in educational settings.
(b) Health care related communications for the ill.
(c) Law enforcement tracking signals
(for homing or interrogation) including
the tracking of persons or stolen goods
under authority or agreement with a
law enforcement agency (federal, state,
or local) having jurisdiction in the area
where the transmitters are placed.
(d) AMTS point-to-point network
control communications.
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§ 95.1011 Channel use policy.
(a) The channels authorized to LPRS
systems by this part are available on a
shared basis only and will not be assigned for the exclusive use of any entity.
(b) Those using LPRS transmitters
must cooperate in the selection and use
of channels in order to reduce interference and make the most effective
use of the authorized facilities. Channels must be selected in an effort to
avoid interference to other LPRS
transmissions.
(c) Operation is subject to the conditions that no harmful interference is
caused to the United States Navy’s
SPASUR radar system (216.88–217.08
MHz) or to TV reception within the
Grade B contour of any TV channel 13
station or within the 68 dBu predicted
contour of any low power TV or TV
translator station operating on channel 13.
§ 95.1013 Antennas.
(a) The maximum allowable ERP for
a station in the LPRS other than an
AMTS station is 100 mW. The maximum allowable ERP for an AMTS station in the LPRS is 1 W, so long as
emissions are attenuated, in accordance with § 80.211 of this chapter, at the
band edges.
(b) AMTS stations must employ directional antennas.
(c) Antennas used with LPRS units
must comply with the following:
(1) For LPRS units operating entirely within an enclosed structure,
e.g., a building, there is no limit on antenna height;

(2) For LPRS units not operating entirely within an enclosed structure, the
tip of the antenna shall not exceed 30.5
meters (100 feet) above ground. In cases
where harmful interference occurs the
FCC may require that the antenna
height be reduced; and
(3) The height limitation in paragraph (c)(2) of this section does not
apply to LPRS units in which the antenna is an integral part of the unit.
[61 FR 46569, Sept. 4, 1996, as amended at 65
FR 77827, Dec. 13, 2000]

§ 95.1015 Disclosure policies.
(a) Manufacturers of LPRS transmitters used for auditory assistance,
health care assistance, and law enforcement tracking purposes must include with each transmitting device
the following statement: ‘‘This transmitter is authorized by rule under the
Low Power Radio Service (47 CFR part
95) and must not cause harmful interference to TV reception or United
States Navy SPASUR installations.
You do not need an FCC license to operate this transmitter. This transmitter may only be used to provide: auditory assistance to persons with disabilities, persons who require language
translation, or persons in educational
settings; health care services to the ill;
law enforcement tracking services
under agreement with a law enforcement agency; or automated maritime
telecommunications system (AMTS)
network control communications. Twoway voice communications and all
other types of uses not mentioned
above are expressly prohibited.’’
(b) Prior to operating a LPRS transmitter for AMTS purposes, an AMTS
licensee must notify, in writing, each
television station that may be affected
by such operations, as defined in
§ 80.215(h) of this chapter. The notification provided with the station’s license
application is sufficient to satisfy this
requirement if no new television stations would be affected.
§ 95.1017 Labeling requirements.
(a) Each LPRS transmitting device
shall bear the following statement in a
conspicuous location on the device:
‘‘This device may not interfere with
TV reception or Federal Government
radar.’’
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